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A new decade is upon us, and with it the fluttering feelings and 
anticipation of what the next ten years will bring. Will this 
impending era delight or disappoint? Everyone has an opinion and, 
like it or not, the back-to-the-future-like predictions have begun. 

It’s said that in the 2020s:

we’ll witness the first Robot Olympics
we’ll be able to call 999 from Mars
wwe’ll discover what dark matter really is
we’ll enjoy the luxury of driverless cars

The image of a brave new world – strides in modernity to exact 
increasing control on the future and make it dance to our tune. 

YYet, underneath all the noisy hype over technological and economic 
expansion is the impending face of reality. For all of the technical 
progress we’ve made in the last two decades - smartphones, wireless 
technology, artificial intelligence and more - the world is riddled 
with imbalance. Imbalance on a global scale. On a social, political, 
environmental and personal level. Any astute observer can scratch 
the surface of the façade and see right through. We need to factor in 
another inganother ingredient to navigate this complex world. We need genuine 
wisdom to guide us towards a brighter future. 

2020 marks the launch of “School of Bhakti,” a dynamic initiative 
with the aim to “illuminate your journey.” The school is located at 
Bhaktivedanta Manor, the historic spiritual sanctuary that attracts 
tens of thousands of people every year. We invite you to embark on 
a journey that will introduce you to a world of spiritual opportunity.
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Bhaktivedanta Manor
Dharam Marg, 
Hilfield Lane
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www.schoolofbhakti.com
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School of Bhakti (since 2020)
(previously known as the College of Vedic Studies) 



School of Bhakti delivers a universal spirituality rooted in the 
Krishna tradition of Bhakti-yoga, and based on the writings 
of A.C Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. Bhakti, the 
culmination of all yoga practice, is the devotional awakening 
that allows for the perfect expression of love. This inspired 
consciousness infuses one with deep purpose, courageous 
spirit, and most importantly, a connection with the divine 
that unleashes jthat unleashes joy and fulfilment within every individual.

At School of Bhakti, friendly, down-to-earth tutors share empowering 
wisdom and impactful spiritual techniques with the modern-day 
seeker. Through practical philosophy, lifestyle, culture and spiritual 
activity, the School facilitates a journey that will inspire and 
transform the student on every level. 

The Vision 



SB Community | This team nurtures a warm, vibrant community of 
spiritual practitioners – organising courses, reading groups and the 
personalised support that we all need (contact: Asha 07951721879)

what goes on?

SB Outreach | Bhakti-yoga is universal! At SB outreach we craft events and 
habitats which provide a comfortable and inspiring atmosphere for 
anyone and everyone (contact: Radha Govinda 07903212291)

SB Training & Ed | The science of Bhakti is simple yet profound. SB 
provides high-class educational programmes which explore the depths of 
this expansive ocean of theology (contact: Niskincana 07790179406)

SB Online | Here we engineer our social media platforms, technology 
infrastructure, digital marketing strategies and all other aspects of the 
e-world (Contact Radha Govinda 07903212291)

SB Administration | The message of SB needs to go far and wide, and for 
that we need robust systems, clear structures, and organisational 
excellence (Contact Sankirtan Priya 07968297140)

SB People | When we receive, we feel inspired to give back. SB People 
finds opportunities for you to utilise your skills and express your bhakti in 
a dynamic and practical way (Contact Kishori 07455836558)

SB Finance | Money spent for a spiritual cause is money well spent. Here 
we look at the figures, and make sure everything is in place to support all 
the good work (Contact Sankirtan Priya 07968297140)

SB Charity | SB is here to craft a more positive planet – we’re on a mission 
to offer the world some spiritual solutions that get to the root of the 
problems (Contact Janakinath 07894555436)

SB Operations | The School is a hive of activity - there’s buildings to 
manage, students to service and lots of other vital tasks to keep the 
operation running (Contact Tushar 07773777049)

SB Events & Retreats | SB organises dynamic events and retreats to give 
you a break form the norm and experience new frontiers in your spiritual 
journey (Contact Niskincana 07790179406)



Join our ever-growing 
creative, diverse and 
dynamic team!

Contact Kishori Yogini 
(07455836558)
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